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The average duration of vitality in seeds of some of our of which is u�ed for lighting the town. Genoa and Parma, 
cultivated plants is as follows: Artichoke, five years; in the north of Italy, are similarly lighted. In Cuba petro
broad bean, six; beet root, five; cabbage, five; carrot, four; leum springs are very numerous; and between the fissures of 
cncumber, five; lettuce, five; maize, tIVO; melon, five; rocks it bas consolidated in tbe form of bitnmen, which is 
onion, two; parsnip, two; peas, four or five; radish, five; nsed for fuel. When petroleum is thus solidified by expo
spinach, five; tomato, five; tnrnip, five; egg plant, seven; sure to a moderate heat, it bears a strong resemblance to 
endive, nine; parsley, tbree; strawberry, tbree. An analysis bituminous coal; but under a higher temperature, the bydro
of these figures shows a general agreement in the constitu- gen and oxygen are evaporated, leaving a comparatively pure 
tion of the seeds of different plants of the same families,with carbon, resembling anthracite; and when subjected to an 
exceptions which can 'be acconnted for in the way already intense heat, the carbon is also vaporized, leaving only tbe 
explained. Exalbuminons seeds, and those with very little impurities. 

from France for the sole purpose of converting into parasol 
handles. At a recent meeting of tbe Linmean Society speci
mens of a newly introduced cane were exhibited both in the 
rough and finished states. These canes were at first thought 
to,be derived from a species of barnboo-B,nnbusa nana
and bence received tbe trade name of "Nana"; but it was 
afterwards discovered that they were from the Cyprus' reed 
(A1'Undo donax). 'Tbe peculiarity which has caused tbem to 
be taken up for tbe purpose to wbich they are now applied 
J.ies in the irregular and fantastic forms of the rhizomes, and 
especially in the ring-like ridges which encircle tbese 
rbizomes at regular intervals. Owing to the comhined form, 
surface markings, and natural yellow tint, which harmonizes 
so well with the coverings used, a more unique handle for a 
parasol could hardly be produced. These articles bave now 
become quite the rage, and may be seen in large numbers in 
the show windows of fashionable stores. The Cyprus reed 
is a robust grass, growing fifteen feet or more in height, 
wi�h abundant leaves and very large terminal panicles of a 
brownish-white color. It is found in southern Eel'ope, 
eastern Asia,and on tbis continent in Texas and Mexico,and 
is apparently tbe reed mentioned in Scripture. The uses to 
wbicb the plant has hitherto been applied are as supports 
for vines, for fishing rods, etc. 

albumen, retain their vegetative power longer than seeds The· best anthracite coal contains about ninety per cent of 
with a minute embryo and a relati vely large quantity of· carbon, w-hich is rendered gaseous by the ordinary process 
albumen. Taking a broader survey, the rule holds good of combustion. From these facts we may infer that the 
that the more highly developed embryo, whether small in various kinds of coal arc due to different degrees of heat to 
itself or large, will lie longer dormant without losing life which tbey were exposed during formation. The oily can
than the large or small embryo of albuminous seeds. Sir Hel coal was evidently formed with litt,le beat, the ordinary 
Joseph Hooker has stated that the seed of Ndttmbium specio- bituminous with more, while the hard anthracite was sub
sum, taken from a berbarium known to be u pwards of one jected to such a degree of heat as-left it nearly a pure car
hundred years old, germinated. Tbis seed has an exceed· bon. 
ingly dense testa. Oil being ligbter tban water, it readily-accumulates on the 
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FORMATION OF AMERICAN COAL. 
The base of our coal measures is a rock, called the great 

conglomerate, which is chiefly composed of white, water
worn. pebbles. Its composition proves it to have been tbe 
bed of an ancient sea; and that a great sea existed in tbe 
eastern half of our continent is a fact well known to geolo· 
ists, who have traced it from the Rocky Moun-
tains to the Blue Ridge. In this wide expansc 
of water the coal deposits of our country were 
formed beyond a doubt. It was a wise provision 
of nlture to lay for tlleir base the thick and 
strong conglomerate rock, as the violence of vol
canic action in that early p,.riod was so great 
that a weaker barrier would have been broken, 
and the coal would have been destroyed by de
nudation. The 200,000 square miles of Ame
rican coal are divided, by Prof. Roger8, into fil'e 
great fields, of which tbe first, or eastern, in
cludes the coal deposits of Newfoundland, Noya 
Scotia, Cape Breton, and New Brunswick. The 
seconrl, or Alleghany coal field, is the largest, and 
extends from Penn&ylvnnia and Ohio, south-

N wastward, into Georgia, and includes the anthra
cite fields of eastern Pennsylvania. The third 
is a small field, known as the northern, occupy
ing the central part of Michigan; and the fourth 
is the central field, inclurling parts of lUinoi�, 
Indiana. and Kentucky. Tbe fifth or western 
field, lies west of the Mississippi, principally in 
Iowa and Missouri, but extends into Arkansas. 

Besides these well defined fields, we have, fur
ther west, the uncertain deposits of the Black 
Hills; but as the thickness of the American coal 
measures regularly decreases from east to west, 
the seams that may be found on the eastern slope 
of the Rocky Mount'lins must be very thin and 
scarcely workable. In the east, where tbe coal 
formation is thickest, there are'in all about fifty 
seams, but not half of them are of sufficient 
thickness to be worked. In Nova Scotia only 
five are of workable dimensions, and tbese pro
duce about twenty-five feet of coal. In the an-
thracite region, the number of productive seams 
is about twenty-five and they average in some 
sixty feet of coal, b

'
ut their maximum yield is somewhat 

over a hundred feet. The largest of the anthracite veins is 
the ., Mammoth," which is thirty feet thick. In the Alle
ghany region the average thickness of workable seams is 
about half that of the anthracite fields; and in the western 
fields it is only about ten feet. Thus the number of seams, 
and the quantity of coal, decrease from east to west; as also 
the thickness of the intervening strata of rock. The great
est depth of the coal measures, including these strata, is 
3,000 feet. 

It is supposed that cQal was formed during the carbonife
rous era, when'the earth and the atmosphere were in a con
ditio'n to prorl\lce an unlimited and gigantic growth of vege· 
tation. 

Tbat the coal beds had their origin during this yast vege
table growth, is a well attested fact; but the process by 
which the carbon and bitumen Of that rank vegetatioll were 
concentrated and solidified, is a point on which scientists 
differ. The fact that'there is no sign Of vegetation in pure 
coal; indicates that the component parts have been expelled 
by heat' or pressure, in the form -of oil. If accumulated 
vegetation or woody fiber had formed coal, it would -doubt
less be fossiliferous. It seems natural, tberefore, 'that tbe 
enormous oil deposits of tbe carboniferous era, resulting not 
only from resinous vegetaticni, hut also from the countless 
myriads of marine animals, when accumulated in 10cRlities 
having the requisite conditions, formed beds of coal. Great 
'q uantlties of this oil were evidently sealed bet ween rocky 
strata, and thus kept from solidifying, for want of exposure; 
and" from these reservoii's issue the numerous oil springs 
of the present day. Herodotus, more than two, thousand 
years ago, referred t.o a spring on one of the Ionian Islands, 
-whiCh is still flowing. The Chi'nese Hotsi"U, or wells of fire, 
are gaseous petrolcnrn �prings; and are made of much_ prflc
tical service in evaporating salt water. There is a similar 
spring in Fredonia, New York, south of Lake Erie, the gas 

surface of lakes, and on long exposure it forms a sbeet of 
bitumen, or pitcb, wbich in winter is bard, so tbat a man 
can walk on it with safety. There is sueh a lake on tbe 
island of Trinidad, one of the West Indies; and similar 
lakes are known to exist in other volcanic regions. Hence, 
during the periods of vegetable and animal oils, and of ex
traordinary volcanic activity, producing, no doubt, an abun
dance of oil directly from mineral sources, it is reasonable 

PLANTS OF THE CARBONIFEROUS PERIOD. 

....... 
Functions of the AIr Bladder In Fish. 

In a paper read at a recent meeting of the Cotteswold Natu
ralists' Field Club, hy Mr. Francis Day, the autlror remarks 
tbat few among tbe organs in fishes bave been the cau�e of so 

much discussion as the air bladder, wbich is a 
single or variously divided sac, situated hcneath 
the vertebral column and the kidneys, and placed 
above the center of gravity. As this organ is 
sometimes present or absent in species of the 
same genus, it is evident that it is not entirely 
indispensable to the fish's existence. It origi
nates as an offshoot from the stomach, elongates, 
and tben .enlarges at its extremity into what is 
termed an air bladrler. In the dipuoids the Itir 
bladder communicates with -the cesophagus du
ring life, and its functions are analogous to those 
of lungs. In Amia, a ganoid fish, it has also a 
lung·lil�e fUllction, but in Acipense1' it is used 
merely for hydrostatic purposes. The air blad
deI'S, II ow ever, are not considered as lungs i n  
most fisbes, since t h e  blood is  supplied to them 
from the adjacent arteries ,  and in many cases 
returns as venous blood into the circulation. 
In Lepidosi1'en, however, in consequence of the 
non-development of gills on the two inferior 
branchial arches, the blood is not arterialized 
there, but passes on to the air bladder for this 
purpose. 'The lepidosirens are doubtless the 
highest known form of living fishes. Tbe chief 
use of the air bladder in teleostean fishes is (1) 
hydrostatic; (2) acoustic, it being partially or 
entirely employed for heal'ing by means of va
riOUB modes of connection with tbe internal ear. 

In the Physostom.i tbe air bladder occurg as a 
closed sac. In the marine forms of these orders 
a tubular prolongation itself passes forward to 
the anterior port,ion of tbe skull to est.ablish an 
auditory communication, but in the fresb water 
species tbe connection is formed by a chain of 
auditory ossicles. In conclusion, MI'. Day says 
that tbe air bladders in fishes is the homologue 
of the superior vertebrate forms, and tbat in 

to suppose that immense bodies of water were thus covered some of the higher sub-classes it serves as an accessory 
to a great depth with plastic coal. The time of such for- I respiratory organ. 
mation necessarily corresponded with a period oC volcanic ---'=-----....... H.HI�._-----

inactivity.' Wbile forming, tbe sheet may have been occa- Am))llJ'ying Small Motions. 

sionally sprinkled with a slight shower of aehes, causing an At a recent meeting of the London Physical Society Mr. 
impurity in tile coal, such as slate or bone; and a rent in 

I 
Ridout exhibited a device fOI' amplifying small motions. A 

the sheet.-caused by contmction, may account for the fact small barre! is slung by two threa?s between. tbe p:ongs �f a 
that the miner sometimes suddenly loses the vein, and must metal fork III such a manner that If the fork IS bodIly carned 
grope for it through the rock. When volcanic action re- to and fro the barrels w ill rotate round its axis. This is sim
vived, the greate5t imaginable changes must have taken ply effected by making each thread, in its pasmge from one 
place, to account for the strata of rock overlying the seam. prong t(i the 'other, take a fr.w turns round the barrel. To 
Between some of thfl seams the stratum is over two hun- the barrel an index is attached, and the fork is tben fixed on 
dred feet thick. Showers of ashes or streams or' lava may the body whose minute motion is to be indicated. Tbe trans
have suuk the sheet to the hottom, when, during the next lation of the body shifts the fork and rotates the barrel, 
period of inactivity, another seam may have been formed wbich in tum deflects'the index round the face of a dial, and 
to be submerged in like manner, but perhaps with a stratum the magnifying power is expressed by the ratio of t.be diame
of only a few feet in thickness. ter of the barrel to the length of the index. With tbis appa-

That these strata decrease in thickness from east to west, ratus Mr. Ridout exhibited the lengthening of an iron core 
may be attributed to the well known geological fact that when magnetized by the passage of the current of two Grove's 
volcanic activity was greatest in the eastern section of our cells through an insulated wire coiled round it. By riveting 
continent; and as the seams decrease in I ike manner, we may a slip of brass to the iron the unequal expansion of brass and 
infer that coal owes its origin chiefly to volcanic SOUl'ces.- iron under heat was also shown, the beat beiug generated 
By Moses ZweiziU, in fJhri.7tian Weekly. by keeping the current flowing in the coil. 

.. , • • • Mr. D. Winstanley exhibited his new radiograpb for re-
NEW USE FOR CYPRUS REED STEMS. cording graphieally the intensity of solar radiation tbrough-

Mr. John R. Jackson, of the British Museum, referring, in out the day. It consists of.a differentiil1 thermomet.er, with 
the Gm'denel"s Chronicle, to the enormous trade now carried one black bulb and a circulal' stem. The lower part of the 
on in Loudon in the mauufacture of walking sticks and stem is filled with mercury; the upper branches with sul
pa;asol hanules, says that, notwithstanding the large number pburic acid and wat-er. The tube is mounted on a brass 
of these useful and Ol'llamental articles that are constantly wbeel, so that when' the black bulb is exposed to tbe sun's 
being produced, and the consequent demand for certain rays the differential motion of the mercury causes tbe wheel 
kinds of sticks, there is every now and then a utilization of to tUl'll. The wheel carries a light index or markel', which is 
something quite new, and different from anything that has frec to traverse a vertical cylinder covered with, paper coated 
hitherto prcceded it. Such, for example, was the discovery witb lamp-black, and leaves a white track where' its point 
and adaptation of the fasciatfld stems of the fuller's teasel, has scratched off tbe soot. The radiogram thus produced 
which some two years since were imported in vast numbers can be fixed and preserved. 
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Dr. Guthrie pointed out the curious" thermal twilight" 1 wastefulness, which it has been found difficult to check when 

I 
the side of standard medicines used as specifics almost all 

these radiograms had betrayed to Mr. Winstanley. They; the limit of the capacity was nearly reached. much more would be added, and the classification would be 
show that before sunrise the temperature increases, owing to 1 The magnitude of the interests involved in this branch of I entirely appropriate as a manufacture. The drug and chemi
solar radi-ation . Moreover, half an hour after sunset the I engineering may be judged from the fact that there are now I cal works insist on the distinction, however, and in a calcu
index falls, and remains till within a few minutes of mid- I in the United States and Canada 569 towns with a public lation of a total of $12,000,000 production they are not in
night, when it mysteriously rises and sinks again, although I water supply, having a population of about 12,000,000, to cluded. They would reach $6,000,001 at least, and under 
the sun is then directly over the opposite hemisphere. whom there are daily distributed over 600,000,000 of gallons the general name of proprietary medicine�, footed a total of 

of water, through 13,000 miles of pipes, of which about $5,490,105 in 1870. 
10,000 miles are of cast iron. 

History and Progress oC Ameriean Water Works. About one-half of these towns are supplied by gravity, Progress oC Railways In Texas. 
The first works in America for the supply of water to I 

many of them, however, having supplemental pumping Ex-Governor John C. Brown, Vice-President of the Texas towns were constructed by Hans Christopher Christiansen, power, the total capacity of. the .. pumping engines now in' and Pacific Railway, tells the World that the progress of the 
and put in operation June 20, 17M, at the Moravian settle- use being about 1,900 millions of gallons per day. road is now very rapid. Already the line approaches the 
m�nt of Bethlehem, in Pensylvania. Meanwhile improvements in plumbing and house distri- Brazos River, and fly the end of the current year it will The water from a spring, which is still used for the sup- bution have greatly added to the convenience about our have 150 miles or more of track beyond that point. The ply, was forced by a pump of lignum vitro of five inches homes, and we now virtually have a spring of cold and region is remarkably fertile, and is rapidly filling up with 
bore, through hemlock logs into a wooden reservoir. another of hot water in almost, every room of our city houses popUlation. Several other important railway operations are 

The same ingenious Dane, eight years later, replaced this to put on tap at will.-O. Ohanute. being vigorously forwarded in Texas. 
rude pump by three iron pumps of four inches bore and • , • , • Among these is the extension on the Texas and Houston 
eighteen inches stroke, which for many years were the only Printin g Exhibits. Central westward from Waco to Eastland City. There it 
machinery for water supply on the continent, and for seventy An interesting exhibition has lately taken place at Agri- makes a junction with the extension of the Texas and Pacific 
years furniehed the water for Bethlehem. cultural Hall. London, of Jilrinting and book machinery, Railroad Company; the extension of the Gulf, Colorado, and 

Among the oldest, if not the very next in date to Bethle- stationery, etc. Among the exhibits the }:Woprietors of the Santa Fe road northward and toward Fort Worth or Dallas; 
hem, is the Morristown, N. J. , Water Company, which was! Daily Ohronicle have on their stand, besides a variety of raw the extension of the transcontinental branch of the Texas 
incorporated in 1791, and has ever since furnished the town! materials and paper stuff, a large roll of paper such as is used 

I 
and Pacific Company Rail way line from Sherman to Whites-

with water collected from the neighboring hill's. in their printing works, but of exceptional dimensions, to boro and thence to Denton; the early extension of the Dallas 
The first application of steam to pumping was in Philadel- : show the capacity of paper·making machinery. This roll and Wichita t6 Denton, to connect with the extensIOn from 

phia, in 1800, when the third steam engine of any consid- ' contains an endless band of paper 110 inches wide and about Sherman. A new line from Dallas toward Sabine Pass is 
erable size in the United States was erected on the banks of 5 miles long, and is manufactured on a machine made by 
the Schuylkill. It is believed that these works were the first Messrs. G. & 'V. Bertram, of Edin burgh, the rolls of which 
constructed by a municipality. The first cast iron water are 125 inches wide, and it is said to be the largest paper· 
pipes were laid in Philadelphia in 1804. making machine in the world. 

New York was first supplied by a company which erected The Lanham Printing Roller Company haveon t,heirstand 
a small pumping engine about 1800. a number of their patent India-rubber rollers, and among 

During the first thirty years of the century several small them some ink rollers of large size, which have been in daily 
works were constructed, among others, at Cincinnati, in i use on one of the Hoe American printing machines at the 
1817; at Detroit, in 1827; at Lynchburg, in 1828; Syracuse, I London Daily Telegraph for over two years, and still appeilr 
in 1829; and Richmond, in 1830. Few of these works ex-. in excellent condition. These rollers have a solid rubber 
hibited any great advance in engineering. The enlarged I surface about M inch thick; below this an additional amount 
works for the supply of Philadelphia by water power, con· of elasticity for special purposes is obtained by casting thin 
structed at Fairmount, in 1822, showed, however, a marked iron rods, about M inch in diameter, at about T1 .. inch pitch 
advance, and were for many years regarded as a model of all round into the rubber, and drawing them afterward, 
efficient and economical works. The design and execution leaving holes through the length of roller. Tbe total India
of the gravity supply works for New York and Boston, be- rubber thickness of these rollers is about % inch, and this 
tween 1830 and 1840, were such as cannot be greatly im· shell is fixed over an inner core. To insure perfectly true 
proved, eVGn at the present day, except in some minor running, the rollers are carefully turned, and this operation 
details. can be repeated should their surface become worn. This, 

About 1850 the substitution of light wrought iron pipe, however, appears to be necessary only after very hard wear, 
lined inside and out with hydraulic cement, for cast iron, at , and though the rubber rollers are no doubt expensive tn first 
greatly reduced cost, was found to be practicable in many I cost, they repay themselves by their reliability and dura
cases, and the formation of companies to manufacture and ability. 
lay such pipes, introduced a commercial element i,nto the ,Messrs. Waterlow & Sons, of London Wall, show a large 
matt!'r of water supply, and led to the construction of many group of miscellaneous exhibits, among others a stylographic 
works. pen, an American device'recently introduced into England. 

Improved forms of pumping machinery, which performed; It is an admirable specimen of workmanship, and is very in
a fair duty at small expense for construction and mainte-: geniously designed. The handle of the pen is also the ink 
nance, were designed and their manufacture became a speCial j: reservoir, but it contains besides, a hollow stem projecting 
business. beyond the lower end of the handle into the cover which 

The careful analysis and investigation employed in the terminates in the writing point. The upper end of the stem 
construction of the works for the supply of Brooklyn, be- ' is open to the air, but .is closed with a screw cap that covers 
tween 1850 and 1860, resulted in a more decided advance, in ' a small hole admitting air into the stem. To the lower end 
both theoretical and practical science, than had hitherto been r of the latter a light spiral gold spring is attached, carrying 
made, the effects of which were secn during the succeeding at its outer end a fine iridium-tipped needle point. This 
decade in improvements in pipe manufacture, in engine needle is protected by the cover which screws into the stem, 
building, in reservoir construction, and in mainteuance of and which terminates in a hollow iridium point, through 
works. which the end of the needle projects slightly and plays up 

Between 1860 and 1870 a further impetus to water works and down as the point of the pen is passed over the paper, 
construction was given by the vigorous prosecution of an en- every slight motion of the point pumping down a small sup
terprise for Iruilding entire works for direct supply, by pump- ply of ink, while air enters from the top of the pen down 
lng into the mains without the intervention of a reservoir. the stem already mentioned, and through a small hole at the 
The success attending this enterprise, owing to the small, foot of the stem. The point is protected by a cap, which is 
first cost of construction and to shrewd management, created' fitted on to the top of the handle when the pen is in use. 
competition, the result of which has been to force the adop- These pens, says En[!!,'neering, are all of American manufac
tion of scientific methods and the employment of skilled en- ture, and we doubt whether it would be possible in this 
gineers, and as a consequence there has been great improve- country to produce so well-finished a combination of vulcan
ment in the types of machinery and in economical working. 

I 
ite and metal� 

The pumping machinery of large cities has also been I -_._.,-tIHI_ .. ------
greatly improved; the duty now required, and uniformly: ChemlealltlannCactures In Philadelphia. 

maintained, being at least fifty per cent greater than it was' One of the great industries of Philadelphia is the mallu" IC

thought possible to obtain twenty years ago, or than is now: ture of chemicals, or of articles for the production of which 
furnished by the less costly" commercial engines," of which j chemical processes are necessary. Many of these take the 
two firms alone have built 242 for 168 towns, with an aggre- , form of drugs and medicines for the wholesale trade, not in
gate pumping capacity of 734 millions of gallons per day. cluding specifics. Others are acids, alkalies, and chemical 

The construction by Mr. Chesbrough of a submarine agents ],Ised in other manufactures. White lead and chemi
tunnel for two miles under Lake Michigan, to furnish water cal paints are also included. The line of distinction is not 
for Chicago, was one of the boldest engineering feats of easy to define to the general reader, though well recognized 
this century. Its successful completion was followed by the in the trade, and it does not include the body of products 
construction of several similar works. known as dyes, paints, and medicines, although closely reo 

On the Pacific coast the use of unprotected wrought iron lated to them. As so defined, the chemical manufacture in 
pipe for conveying water great distances, and under great Philadelphia includes, says the Public Ledger, about thirty 
pressure, has proved very successful. establishments, whose annual product has risen from $6,152,-

During the past ten years the most important work exe- 380 in 1870, to $10,000,000 in 1875, and $12,000,000 in 1877, 

cuted has been the enlargement of the gravity supply for and, as nearly as may now be calculated, about $12,000,000 

Boston, by the construction of a conduit of masonry, in the: in value for the year just closed. They give employment to 
designing and erection of which the latest and most perfect 

I
' abou t 2,000 persons-a relatively small number for the values 

methods have been followed. The subjects to which par- produced-and have attained a position of supremacy in 
ticular attention has been paid by engineers during this their respective departments which renders them reasonably 
period have been the efficiency of pumping machinery, the secure. The drug and medicinal products are the largest, 
capacity of gathering grounds, the preservation of the purity eight or ten establishments producing $8,000,000 in value of 
of the water, and the prevention of waste by consumers. quinine, morphia, preparations of iodine, bromine, etc., with 

All American works are constructed for a constant supply, other standard pharmaceutical preparations. These are now 
and most of those first built had a capacity far in excess of the basis and body of applied pharma()y in this country, and 
the then demand, which caused the formation of habits of are likely to increase even more rapidly in the future. On 
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being pushed forward under auspices which promise an early 
construction of the line, which will be most important to the 
enterprising and growing city of Dallas, and will be a very 
important feeder to the two trunk lines which cross each 
other in that city. This line will connect southeastern Texas 
with the great West and Northwest, and tapping as it does 
the vast forests of long-leafed pine and red cypress will trans· 
port to the prairie co un tries the products of these forests, 
which, while this carriage will be a very large source of 
profit to the lines over which they are conveyed, will furnish 
cheap lumber to the region of country west of Dallas, which 
is very rapidly filling up with popUlation and is one of the 
most productive agrieultural sections in the world. From 
Austin, the capital of Texas, to San Antonio, the most im
portant city in the southwestern part of the State, the Inter· 
national Railroad is being constructed, and it is believed by 
many that either that line or the one known as the" Sunset 
Line" will be pushed rapidly to the border of Texas at 
Laredo or some other point on the Rio Grande. 

There are also a n umber of narrow gauge roads in various 
parts of the State being rapidly built; among which may be 
mentioned one from Corpus Christi which follows up the 
valleys of the N ueces and the Rio Grande; the east line from 
Jefferson, which is now extended to Sulphur Springs, andis 
being pushed rapidly west by the way of Greenville and 
McKinney; the Texas and St. Louis from Texarakana by 
way of Tyler and Corsican, in the direction of Waco and 
beyond. Another and perhaps the longest line of narrow 

in the State, is the one from Houston, known as the 
Rr,pm,()nrlp road, running northeastwardly in the direction 
of Marshall and Shreveport. There is another railroad en· 
terprise on foot which has been reorganized and promises an 
early commencement of work from Dallas to Cleburne among 
the richest and most populous communities in the State. 

The Iron Capaeity oC the United States. 

Speaking of the failure of the Vulcan Iron and Nail Works 
at Chattanooga, Oapital and Labor, of England, says: "The 
failure of one remote mill at the present juncture means, 
perhaps, very little; but throughout the United States many 
works are reported unemployed, not because there is no de
mand, but because the production of raw iron in the United 
States is ?'eally inadequate if Amer£ca has any pretensions at 
aJ,l to the alJility to 8Uppy her 01011 needs in respect to raw ma
teriaJ,." These comments exhibit singular ignorance of the 
iron industry of the United States. The truth is, the blast 
furnace capacity of the United States is more than sufficient 
to supply the demand, as shown by the fact tllat a great 
many of t.hem have been idle for six or seven years. 

The Enquirer, on the other hand, "hits the nail on the 
head" squarely. In a lengthy editorial, besides other facts, 
it gives utterance to the following: "The United States have 
at the present moment a great deal more iron than they can 
possibly use, and faeilities for producing at any time more 
iron than they want-always provided that the consumer 
does not insist in having supplied to him in any one year as 
much iron and steel as he can use in two years." This, says 
the Ameriean Manufacturer, is an undeniable truth most 
happily stated. It was this singular greed of consumers that 
led to the heavy importation of iron during the last ten or 
twelve months, and not the inability of our manufacturers 
to supply all the iron the country needed. 

•• 11 • 

Expansion oC Glass. 

The expansion of glass by heat may be demonstrated as 
follows: A glass tube of narrow bore and about eighteen 
inches long is bent,round in the shape of a horseshoe, so that 
the free ends are within a millimeter of one another. Be· 
tween these ends a coin may be held, being nipped between 
the ends of the rod and held t.here by the grasp due to the 
elasticity of the glass. If now the outer portion of the curved 
part be warmed, the ends open slightly and the coin drops 
out. This experiment is due to the ingenuity of Mr. 
Ridout. 
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